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Digital technology 
and the planet
Harnessing computing 
to!achieve net zero

Digitalisation and climate change are two ‘megatrends’ that will 
shape life in the Anthropocene.
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Digitalisation = collecting, exchanging, storing, analysing data 
through widespread use of devices, software and infrastructure
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From a historical perspective, digitalisation is ‘just’ the latest 
generation of information system.

Cuneiform script, Sumer ~2600 BC Differential analyser, MIT 1920s



From a historical perspective, digitalisation is ‘just’ the latest 
generation of information system.

ICTs historically and digitalisation impact natural and human systems by:

i) increasing efficiencies in processes and systems;

ii) enabling new forms of consumption and growth that increase 
resource use;

iii) expanding political or economic control in time and space;

iv) influencing social interaction and cohesion with risks of polarisation.



Steffen et al. (2015). "The trajectory of the Anthropocene: The Great Acceleration."  
The Anthropocene Review 2 (1):81-98. doi.org/10.1177/2053019614564785.

The digital and computer revolution from the 1950s coincides with 
the beginning of the Anthropocene.



Digitalisation creates risks for three aspects of the Anthropocene: 
planetary boundaries, equity, human agency and governance.



Implications of digitalisation for equity are seen in uneven access, 
labor markets (automation, wage polarisation), mining & pollution.

Source: ITU ICT Development Index 2017. The index is based on ten indicators: Fixed-telephone subscriptions, international internet bandwidth, 
households with a computer, households with internet access, individuals using the internet, fixed-broadband subscriptions, active mobile-broadband 
subscriptions, mean years of schooling, secondary gross enrolment and tertiary gross enrolment.

The ‘ICT Development 
Index’ shows uneven 
access to digital 
infrastructure and 
services globally.

Photo Credit: Ondřej Martin Mach via Wikimedia Commons licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0.
From: https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/what-is-ewaste-and-what-can-we-do-about-it.html



Implications of digitalisation for human agency are both enabling 
and empowering, but also undermining and polarising.

digital platforms and services enable:

• access to finance, health, education

• livelihoods

• formation of social & political organisations

• communities of identity

• local networks

• rapid information diffusion (peer effects)

• training resources for AI

digital platforms and services risk:



Implications of digitalisation for environment, energy and 
climate are large but uncertain.

direct effects

indirect effects

systemic effects

- manufacture and use of devices and servers
+ efficiencies, circular economy

- rebound, intensification, ‘long-tail’ effects
- substitution, coordination, optimisation

- scale, growth
- AI for good, digital twins, renewable grids
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centralization of knowledge and power incompatible with democratic deliberation, and increased 
inequalities. The second is a path in which digital technologies such as AI and big data provide 
opportunities to steer and support technological change away from fossil fuels and towards the 
rapid deployment of renewable and energy-efficient technologies, while avoiding 
overconsumption and redeployment of technologies, but human agency is increasingly 
constrained. The third is a world where AI technologies accompanied with decentral computing 
structures, are used efficiently and effectively, in which data is trusted and there are high levels 
of distributed agency. 
 

 
Figure 5: Three Pathways of digitalization in the Anthropocene, depicting diverging 
outcomes in planetary stability, social equity, and political agency. 
  
Planetary destabilization. This scenario is conceptualized as a continuation of the current trends 
where digitalization is mostly ungoverned, and results in increased consumption of digital and 
physical services, resource extraction and centralization of knowledge and power (128–131). In 
this context, the digital system would exert indirect control on human societies (132), e.g., via 
social media, as well as increased control of the Earth system through the expansion of resource 
extraction enabled by highly-automated (digital) technologies (133). Digitalization’s rebound and 
scale effects will dominate and will increase in scale and magnitude (98). The likely environmental 
outcomes of such a scenario are a rapid resource exhaustion, high threats on biodiversity and 
high increases in global CO2 emissions leading to severe climate change. Strong feedback loops 
causing high risks to human well-being and habitat would also materialize. Other plausible social 
outcomes of this scenario include increased inequalities induced by widespread automation of 
production systems, loss of social trust, unevenly distributed access to digital infrastructure (‘the 
digital divide’), and resulting high risks for liberal democracies. This possible future world is 
characterized by a little agency; while state control is limited, allowing for agency in principle, 
digitalization is not used to increase citizen inclusion and participation in political affairs but rather 
to polarize opinions e.g. via the spread of fake news. Knowledge continues to increase across 
the board, including on accelerating the exploitation of planetary resources. Social inequity 

So ... what does the future hold? Illustrative pathways for 
digitalisation in the Anthropocene.
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Making the ‘Deliberate for the Good’ scenario a reality:
directed digitalisation for public purpose.

planetary boundaries
- circular economy to reduce pressure on natural resources
- energy proportionality test on new applications
- open data commitments to manage rebound
- carbon accounting, labelling, ‘feebate’ policies

human agency

equity
- regulation of data-based monopolies
- mandated private-to-public data sharing
- investments in digital infrastructure

- empowerment of digital subjects
- digital capabilities and governance
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